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Difficult business environment to continue in the
short to medium term
Conditions in South Africa continue to be difficult. The challenges
at Eskom have placed strain on a
number of our local manufacturing
businesses, where volumes have
been curtailed, which has negatively
impacted the performance of these
units.
We expect the Eskom situation to
be resolved in the short to medium
term and the current order cutbacks
to be reversed. This would allow the
manufacturing business units to return
to a sustainable position. Discussions
with government representatives confirm on-going support for local added
value and manufacturing and as a
consequence we are optimistic that
volumes will increase in the manufacturing units.
Continued pressure in resource
markets has reduced business activity in the mining sector, leading to
cutbacks in projects and investment
across the board. During the course
of the last financial year the group
and many of our customers suffered
prolonged labour activity, which contributed to one of the most difficult
years for manufacturing in recent
memory. It is important that on-going
issues are resolved in order to ensure
the manufacturing industry remains

sustainable. The continued cutbacks
in mining has had a detrimental effect
on the many local businesses involved
in the mining supply chain.
In spite of the challenges, the
group performed well with turnover
on exports exceeding 20% of the
companies’ business during the past

financial year. This helped reduce
the impact of the downturn in local
demand. The company expanded its
footprint in Africa via a combination of
agency agreements, service centres,
partnerships and branches.
We remain optimistic about opportunities in the refurbishment and
service markets as infrastructural
maintenance backlogs are addressed.
In addition the high local content
requirements in the Transnet and
PRASA mega-projects should lead to
meaningful orders in the local manufacturing sector, although there has
been little progress in this area to date.
We anticipate increased activity in the
renewable energy sector, where the
Minister of Energy recently announced
increased generation projects in this
fast growing sector.
In conclusion, I believe the local
environment will remain challenging
in the short to medium term, and we
will continue to expand our African
footprint, further developing our skill
base and our business. We believe
the group is well-positioned to take
advantage of any “green shoots” that
appear as we emerge from the current
economic difficulties.
Mark Wilson
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“Recent research has established that the more efficient amorphous core transformers have the potential to reduce transformer core losses by up to
80%. This savings potential in distribution transformers is not only technically advantageous but also brings economic and environmental benefits,”
commented Alan Buchholtz, divisional CEO of Distribution Transformers. See story on Pg 3.
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Drive for energy efficiency gaining momentum
ACTOM divisions and business units
are constantly looking to apply new
technologies and develop new products and service systems to ensure
that they remain competitive in the
market place.
The requirement to “box clever”
has been an ever-present factor, but
with the greater challenges that have
come into play as a result of the everworsening global economic downturn,
combined with other adverse factors
– notably the increasing influx of lowpriced imports into South Africa and the
country’s ongoing power supply crisis
– this requirement has become a pressing imperative rather than a choice.
Many operations within ACTOM
view the challenge as an opportunity
to be more innovative, both technically
by developing new products that better
meet the needs of their customers,
and commercially by formulating and
applying new marketing strategies that
better suit the altered conditions.
MV Switchgear’s development of
the new generation AMV12 switchgear
range is an excellent example of the
former. It has proven a great hit among
customers, with several orders being
received following its introduction into
the market (See pages 12 and 23).
The successful export drive the
group put into effect in the financial
year to end-March 2014 to drum up
more business externally, mainly elsewhere in Africa, exemplifies the latter
initiative.
A matter of cost
Product development focusses
mainly on providing the would-be
purchaser and user with greater performance efficiency. But in addition to
this, due to rapidly rising energy costs
– electricity tariffs for the most part –
product developers increasingly have
to make provision for improved energy
efficiency in their new products as well.
Demand for more environmentallyfriendly equipment is also on the rise.
While greater performance efficiency in a product assures the user
of achieving more efficient production
or processing in the application in
which it is deployed, improved energy
efficiency offers the advantage of lowering operating costs throughout the
product’s life.
“All efforts to improve product quality are driven by the customer’s need to
bring down his production costs,” says
Antonio Teixeira, General Manager of

the prime contributor to cost-savings
over the product’s lifetime.”
Cost of ownership

William Blackbeard, Genlux Lighting’s Technical
& Quality Manager, surveys some of the energysaving lighting systems recently installed by
Electrical Products’ lighting business unit at
Vodacom’s Data Centre in Midrand.

Electrical Machines.
”Most people recognise that it’s
false economy to think only in terms
of the product’s upfront cost, so it’s
not simply a matter of buying the
cheapest product available. Settling
for purchasing the most performanceefficient product available doesn’t go
far enough either.
“The lifetime cost of the product
has to be taken into account to achieve
really meaningful cost savings. This is
where energy efficiency comes into
play, because it’s the main cost factor in
the machine’s day-to-day running costs.
Energy efficiency, in the form of lower
consumption of electricity or fuel, is

This was the case when Electrical
Machines introduced its LS4 range of
high specification high performance
low voltage cast-iron industrial motors
in 2003. It developed the range after
conducting an investigation among
industrial and mining companies, most
of which placed great emphasis on the
need for the proposed new motor’s
total cost of ownership to be reduced.
The LS4 product line was sold at a
premium compared with the standard
line. “This wasn’t a deterrent to its acceptance, as the primary consideration
for customers was the array of new
features incorporated in it to best meet
their requirements,” Antonio remarks.
The LS4 range went on to become
a leading brand used in mining and
industrial applications. It retained its
dominance as the “go-to” high performance LV industrial motor for years.
Electrical Machines launched the LS5
range, successor to the LS4, in 2012.
Customers in all industries nowadays expect to see improvements
in energy efficiency incorporated
alongside other enhancements in the
equipment and systems they deploy.
S ays P h i l i p d u To i t , S e n i o r
Development Engineer at John
Thompson: “Market pressures for
more cost-effective and energy-efficient boiler designs are increasing
continuously.”
The division recently invested in
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
technology to boost its engineering
To page 4
An image developed
in the Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
design system that John
Thompson deploys to
design more cost-effective
and energy-efficient
boilers.
The image on the left
shows combustion gas
temperature contours
displayed on a plane
through the centre of the
model. The image on the
right is a still image of a
video clip taken with a
thermal camera from the
left hand side of the boiler
at grate level.
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capability for in-house boiler design.
“As the drive for more efficient
and environmentally-friendly boilers
increases, engineers require a better
understanding of the combustion process, heat transfer and flow patterns
inside the boiler.
CFD is a tool that can provide this
insight,” Philip explains.
“In addition to many other features,
CFD is an ideal platform to investigate
enhancement of fuel and air mixing,
time for combustion and temperature
of reaction. This means that new secondary combustion air systems can be
developed, leading to better combustion with difficult fuels and also higher
plant efficiency with lower emissions.”
Lighting Considerations
However with rise of energy usage
and cost, the only forward thinking

option is to create a new market for advanced energy efficiency technology.
This advancement in technology, more
specifically lighting, encompasses all
aspects; including light output, wattage
and time, to create an energy efficient
system.
When approaching any project;
being commercial, industrial or mining
applications, lighting cannot be seen
in isolation but rather as a segment
of the total energy consumed in each
of these applications. Effectively each
of these applications must take into

consideration the total energy usage
over the entire space and apply the
best available technology to maximise
efficiency and time of use.
“One of the biggest developments
in energy efficient systems is the
advancement in LED (Light Emitting
Diodes) Lighting Technology coupled
to Light Management Systems which
allow for the controlling of light used in
any space efficiently, using occupancy
sensors,” comments Neil Van Blerk,
Business Development Executive
Genlux Lighting and Electrical Products.

Marthinusen & Coutts repairs Wits University’s
Energy Lab alternators & motors

Prof Willie Cronje and Rob Melaia examine one of the repaired motor-alternator sets in the Energy Lab.

The aging motor-alternator sets
supplying mains power to the
R&D facility in the ACTOM Energy
Laboratory of the Wits School of
Electrical & Information Engineering
were recently serviced and repaired
by Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C) on
behalf of ACTOM.
The laboratory is known as the
ACTOM Energy Lab in recognition of
the group’s sponsorship through the
provision of both funding and equipment in assisting the School a few
years ago to substantially upgrade and
extend it to make it more efficient and
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serviceable for the tutoring of students.
The power source comprises two
sets of 400kVA AC alternators, each
driven by an accompanying 182kW DC
motor. The two motor-alternator sets
were acquired as second-hand units
that had previously been in use in industrial operations. In the late-80’s they
were configured in their present form
to run as independent sources generating variable 3-phase AC supplies.
The advantage for the research facility lies in having freely adjustable frequency and amplitude of the 3-phase
supply at high power levels. In addition,
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the two sets can be synchronised to
form an in-house grid operating at
any frequency or voltage amplitude
required for a particular investigation.
“They first started to show signs
of wear in 2011 and the problem got
steadily worse as each month passed,
so we approached ACTOM early last
year to see if they could help out,”
said Prof Willie Cronje, who currently holds the ACTOM Chair for Clean
Energy Systems Technology (ACCEST)
in the School.
M&C, as the group’s leading repairer of rotating machines, was the
obvious candidate to tackle the job.
In October last year the division collected one of the motor-alternator
sets and took them to its Cleveland
facility, where they were put through
the full assessment process as normally applied to units brought in from
customers for repair, overhaul or
refurbishment.
Rob Melaia, M&C’s Engineering &
Technical Executive, who took responsibility for the project, said: “They were
vibrating quite badly and, based on
what the assessment process revealed
about their condition, we replaced
some parts and repaired others as part
of a complete refurbishment.”
M&C returned the machines to
the university in February this year on
completion of the repairs and swopped
them around to repeat the process
for the other pair of machines, which
required similar refurbishment as the
first.
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Marthinusen & Coutts winner of 2015 Chairman’s
Award
Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C)
has been named winner of the
Chairman’s Award for the financial
year ending March 2015 for “an
excellent performance in an extremely challenging and difficult
environment”. The award is based
on a range of key criteria that include
earnings, cash flow, BBBEE, safety,
commercial discipline, group support, complexity and strategy.
Group Chairman Mark Wilson announced M&C as clear winner of the
highly sought-after award following
ACTOM’s half-yearly review on June
2. He said it was a very close contest
between the three front-runners, M&C,
Power division John Thompson and
Medium Voltage & Protection.
John Thompson has won the
Chairman’s Award on three previous
occasions, a testament to their consistent outstanding management.
However the extra ordinary performance of M&C edged John Thompson
out of the number one position.
Commenting on M&C’s achievement, Mark said: “The agility, innovation and resilience shown by Richard
Botton and his management team
over the last few years has been
remarkable.
“The division recorded a 51%
operating profit growth during the
year. Their performance is all the more
commendable considering that the
team implemented repairs in countries
where conditions, both commercial
and environmental, are extremely
challenging.
”In recent years M&C has been
working hard at developing and expanding its business in Sub-Saharan
Africa and its export business now

Back row: Rod Penaluna,
Divisional CEO of Electrical
Equipment; Mark Wilson
ACTOM Group Chairman and
Ronnie Russell, Divisional CEO
of Power Transformers. Front
row: Martin Kelly, Divisional
CEO of Medium Voltage &
Protection; Richard Botton,
Divisional CEO of M&C and
Andy Abbey, Divisional CEO of
John Thompson.

From left: Mark Wilson,
ACTOM Group Chairman;
Jannie Lamprecht, Divisional
CEO of Appliance Components;
Andre Maree, General
Manager of LH Marthinusen
Cape Town; and Andries
Tshabalala, Group Executive
Director.

accounts for approximately 40% of its
total order intake, which has greatly
assisted it in combatting the adverse
impact of the downturn in the local
market.”
Mark pointed out that another
important factor that contributed towards M&C’s success, and promises
to greatly enhance its development
and growth in the future, was the
acquisition of Cetus Turbo Machinery
– renamed ACTOM Turbo Machines
– in November last year. “Not only
does this considerably extend M&C’s
capability, but also adds to the group
by offering an industrial turbine maintenance and service capability.”
John Thompson and Medium

Voltage & Protection were presented
with special Runner-Up Certificates.
Mark also specifically recognised the
outstanding performances of Electrical
Products and Power Transformers.
Certificates were also presented
to two of the regional businesses,
namely LHM Cape Town and Satchwell
Controls for excellent performances
during the year.
“All the divisions and business units
accorded recognition today, along with
many others, are an ongoing testament
to the management talent and expertise within ACTOM, demonstrating that
the group continues to outperform in
this extremely challenging economic
environment,” Mark concluded.

ACTOM presents ‘Engineer of the Year’ award
In its role as co-sponsor of the SA
Institute of Electrical Engineers’
annual awards, ACTOM was represented at the Institute’s annual
banquet in Gauteng in October last
year, with Jack Rowan, the group’s
Executive Chairman,Transmission &
Distribution, presenting the SAIEE’s
“Engineer of the Year” award.
The recipient, as chosen by a SAIEE
panel of judges, was Wayne Fisher,
who is seen in the picture displaying
the award trophy, flanked by Jack (left)
and SAIEE President Pat Naidoo.
This award is made to a SAIEE

member recognised as having
worked energetically towards
promoting electrical science and
its applications to the benefit of
the SAIEE, its members and the
Southern African community.
Among other achievements
cited in Wayne Fisher’s favour
as a leading consulting engineer
was his generous gesture of
offering pro-bono to design and
implement the entire electrical
installation for the SAIEE’s new
home in Observatory, which was
opened in October 2011.
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ACTOM sponsors young learners’ innovation
award
As it has done since 2008, ACTOM
again participated as a sponsor in
the national Hendrik van der Bijl
Innovation Awards competition last
year.
The competition, aimed at encouraging innovation in science and technology among school-going youngsters, is
run in conjunction with the longstanding Eskom Expo for Young Scientists.
Eskom Expo consists of a series
of regional expos at which innovative
scientific projects are displayed and
presented, culminating in a national

expo in Gauteng in October each year,
at which the best projects are shown
and recognised, with awards being
presented by Eskom to the winners.
The Hendrik van der Bijl Awards
competition was instituted to provide
private sector companies and institutions with the opportunity to become
involved in encouraging innovation
across a broad front among the youth
through sponsorship of prizes, scholarships and bursaries. The aim of this
competition, in addition to encouraging and recognising innovation among

youngsters, is to encourage them to
pursue careers in their chosen fields to
the ultimate benefit of the industries
concerned and the country as a whole.
Among a variety of categories,
ACTOM sponsored the prize for
the winner of the “Innovation &
Technology” categor y. The panel of judges, which included MV
Switchgear’s Design & Development
Manager Greg Whyte and Technology
Development Specialist Rhett Kelly,
chose Karia Muller, a Grade 9 learner
at Framesby High School in Port
Elizabeth, as the winner for devising
a way of making blankets for needy
people consisting of a combination of
newspapers and plastic bags.
In the picture Angelo Calvino,
High Voltage Equipment’s Technical
Commercial Sales Engineer, is seen
presenting the trophy to Karia on
behalf of ACTOM at the awards ceremony in Boksburg in October last year.
The Hendrik van der Bijl Innovation
Awards competition is named after one
of South Africa’s greatest innovators,
the founder of the Electricity Supply
Commission (Escom) – Eskom’s
forerunner – and the Iron & Steel
Corporation (Iscor).

Wits Electrical Engineering students tour Knights
factories
Electrical engineering students
from the Wits School of Electrical
& Information Engineering were
given an opportunity to view some
of the practical applications of what
they are being taught when ACTOM
hosted a guided tour of its Knights
factories for them in mid-May.
A total of 40 third-year students
attended the tour of the Distribution
Transformers, High Voltage Equipment,
MV Switchgear and Protection &
Control factories.
This is the third year ACTOM has
hosted a tour at Knights for students
from the universety to familiarise them
selves with the various operations at
the site.
They were also given a presentation by Terry Lawrenson, High Voltage
Equipment’s Divisional CEO, on the full
scope of ACTOM’s business.
Craig Burgess (centre), Distribution Transformers’
Commercial Manager, shows a group of students
a vacuum oven used in the drying process.
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John Thompson wins R50-million energy
management contract for two Cape Town hospitals
J o h n T h o m p s o n ’s E n e r g y
Management department has been
successful in winning a major
contract with the Western Cape’s
Department of Health for the ongoing operation and maintenance of
the boiler plant at two Cape Town
hospitals.
The two-in-one contract for both
Tygerberg hospital in Parow and
Lentegeur hospital in Mitchell’s Plain
for three years with effect from April 1,
2015, is worth over R50-million.
All the package fire-tube boilers
involved were originally manufactured
by John Thompson.
At Tygerberg, the larger of the two
hospitals, they comprise three 10 t/h
coal-fired boilers and four 11 t/h oil-fired
boilers. “The coal-fired boilers are operated in rotation, with two always in operation and one down for maintenance,
whereas three oil-fired boilers are in
storage and one is a standby unit,”
explained Ken Klein, John Thompson’s
Energy Manager.
Lentegeur has a 10,5 t/h coal-fired
boiler which is the main unit normally
used to supply steam for the hospitals
process requirements, plus two 4 t/h

John Thompson operating staff members Mawande Base (left), Boiler Operator, and Mkhululi Jonga,
Boiler Assistant, in Tygerberg Hospital’s boiler house.

coal-fired standby boilers.
“The scope of work at both hospitals is delivery of heat energy in the
form of saturated process steam and
all boiler-house maintenance work.
This includes the operation and maintenance of associated equipment and
the supply of fuel, water treatment and
waste removal,” Ken said.
He stated that as the OEM of
the boilers, John Thompson offers
significant added value to the customer through its ability to optimise
on efficiencies as a result of its in-

timate knowledge of the products’
capabilities.
“We recognise that each plant
or application has its own operating
parameters and key performance indicators, so every one of our energy
management contracts is tailor-made
to satisfy the customer’s particular
needs,” he pointed out.
This contract follows one for a tomato processing facility in the Eastern
Cape where John Thompson supplied,
operates and maintains the complete
steam raising plant for the customer.

Australian tomato growers purchase new Aquagen
to keep glasshouses warm in winter
John Thompson made its first
export sale recently of its new
Aquagen coal-fired hot water generator which it launched into the
market in 2013.
Costa, Australia’s largest grower
and supplier of glasshouse tomatoes,
placed an order in July 2014 for an
Aquagen unit with a heat output of

6,5MW.
“This unit has been specially customised for the application,” said
Simon Boiskin, John Thompson’s
Export Sales Manager, Package Boilers.
“Costa currently grows more than
11-million kg’s of tomatoes in a 20 ha
glasshouse at Guyra in northern New
South Wales. A new glasshouse site is

A view of one of the glasshouses in which the tomatoes produced by John Thompson’s Australian
client Costa are grown.
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under construction at Guyra, which experiences cold winters due to it being
situated at an altitude of 1320m above
sea level. The glasshouses therefore
have to be heated in winter and the
AquaGen boiler was specifically selected for this purpose,” he explained.
John Thompson developed a special combustion system for the boiler
that is based on the well-proven
Thompson Triumph chaingrate stoker
supplied with the Micropac PLC-based
electronic control system and AC
inverters on all motors for electrical
energy savings.
“The stoker incorporates a new
secondary air system to cater for
Australian coal, which has a higher
volatile content than South African
coal,” Simon pointed out.
The boiler was shipped to its destination in January and is due to be
installed and commissioned in June.
The Aquagen hot water generator was specially developed by John
Thompson for low temperature process
heating and space heating applications.
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John Thompson Air Pollution Control awarded dust
control contract by DRC copper mine
Tenke Fungurume Mining in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), one of the world’s largest
producers of copper and cobalt,
has awarded John Thompson Air
Pollution Control a contract on the
recommendation of Johannesburgbased engineering and project management contractors, Hatch Goba.
Hatch Goba, local subsidiary of
the international Hatch engineering
and project management group serving the mining, metallurgical, energy
and infrastructure sectors, made the
recommendation on the basis of John
Thompson APC’s longstanding track
record as a provider of dust control
and air-cleaning solutions for large
mining and industrial installations and

its extensive expertise in the design
and provision of reverse-pulse bag
filter systems.
Tenke Fungurume Mining, which
commenced copper production in
2009, is located about 175km’s northwest of Lubumbashi in Katanga
Province.
The multi-million rand fast-track
dust control and collection contract,
awarded in December 2014 for completion at the end of May this year, is for
the design, manufacture and supply
– including delivery to site – of three
reverse-pulse filter baghouses to be
installed in the mine’s second sulphuric
acid plant currently under construction
as an extension to the existing ore
processing plant.

All the bag filters will incorporate
envelope bags and the system will
comprise:
• A 15 000 m3/h bag filter and associated ducting for capture of sulphur dust
in bulk bags, which are broken by specially designed hoppers. The collected
dust is returned to the sulphur storage
silo feed conveyor.
• A 1000 m3/h capacity bag filter is
mounted onto the sulphur silo to vent
the dust generated by the feed to the
silo.
• Another 1000 m3/h capacity bag
filter is mounted on a bag-breaking
unit which collects hydrated lime dust
supplied in bags, which is in turn fed
into a hydrated lime storage silo.

A typical reverse-pulse bag filter containing envelope filter bags.

John Thompson APC wins new de-dusting contract
at PPC’s De Hoek plant
John Thompson Air Pollution
Control was recently awarded a
multi-million rand contract by leading cement producer PPC Ltd to
replace the original finishing mill 6
electrostatic precipitator (ESP) with
a bag filter at its De Hoek factory in
the Western Cape.
The reverse-pulse bag filter will
reduce dust emissions to the required
legislative limits.
The replacement of the ESP with a
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higher performing dust control system
is similar to an upgrade John Thompson
APC performed at De Hoek three years
ago to enhance the de-dusting system
of its kiln 6 and raw mill 6.
As with the earlier upgrade, the
new contract has been commissioned
to ensure that dust emissions from
finishing mill 6 are maintained at less
than 30 mg/Nm3 in accordance with the
current environmental regulations. The
contract was awarded in November
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last year for completion in March 2016
with a phased implementation due to
cement demand.
The new bag filter, which will have
a design air-moving capacity of 41 000
actual m3/h, will incorporate a variable
speed drive induced draft (ID) fan and
materials handling equipment consisting of a screw conveyor and rotary
valve that will discharge the collected
dust into an existing product conveyor.

Power Conversion

Engineering Projects & Contracts

Electrical Machines participates in international
scrap and recycling expo
As it has done every year for the past
17 years, Electrical Machines participated in the latest international
convention and expo of the Institute
of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI)
in Canada recently.
The show, which is held in a different major city in North America each
year, was staged in Vancouver this
year, from April 21 to 24. Electrical
Machines, which is the leading supplier
of shredder drive motors for this multimillion dollar industry, shared a stand
at the expo with American Industrial
Motor Service (AIMS), its distributor
and repair centre for North America.
Seen on the exhibition stand are
Paul Cuthbert (right), Divisional CEO
of the Power Conversion division, and
Brian Lindsay, Electrical Machines’
Commercial Manager, who were accompanied to the event by Antonio
Teixeira, Electrical Machines’ General
Manager.

Electrical Machines has supplied
around 140 large UNIBOX wound rotor
motors into the North American metals recycling industry to date. Together

with its partners AIMS, Electrical
Machines offers comprehensive motor
commissioning repair and service to its
American customer base.

Power Systems wins balance of plant subcontract
for Tsitsikamma Community Wind Farm
Power Systems has been awarded
the electrical balance of plant contract for the 95MW Tsitsikamma
Community Wind Farm (TCWF) near
Humansdorp in the Eastern Cape.
The business unit was awarded the
contract in August last year by Vestas
Southern Africa, the main contractor
on the project and supplier of the
wind turbine generators (WTG’s) for
the farm. Vestas is the world’s leading
manufacturer and supplier of wind
turbines.
The contract, scheduled for completion in March 2016, is the second
balance of plant contract for a wind
farm project Power Systems has won
to date in government’s national renewable energy programme. The first
balance of plant contract it undertook
was for the 80MW Kouga Wind Farm
at Oyster Bay in the Eastern Cape,
which formed part of the “Window 1”
phase of the programme and is now in
commercial operation.
The TCWF, in which the local community has a 9% shareholding, forms
part of the second phase, or “Window
2”, of the renewable energy programme. It will comprise a total of 31
WTG’s with a generating capacity of
3,075MW each.
The turnkey contract awarded to

Power Systems encompasses supply and installation of all the electrical
equipment linking the WTG’s to the
national electricity grid. This includes
equipping and erecting the 33kV/132kV
TCWF substation at the point of connection, providing and installing the
collector network cabling connecting
the WTG’s to the main substation,
plus providing and coordinating all the
civils and building construction work
involved in the electrical subcontract.
With the exception of the cabling for
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the collector network, which is being
supplied by CBi electric-african cables,
all the required electrical equipment is
being supplied in-house by ACTOM,
comprising the Power Transformers,
High Voltage Equipment, Distribution
Transformers and Protection & Control
divisions and the Static Power business unit, while a local contractor has
been engaged to perform the civils and
building construction work related to
electrical works.
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High Voltage Equipment

Signalling completes extensive upgrade for
Gauteng’s Sentrarand rail network
Signalling recently completed
a multi-million rand signalling
upgrade contract for Sentrarand
marshalling yard, near Bapsfontein,
Gauteng.
The contract involved a comprehensive upgrade of the signalling system
serving Sentrarand and the total of 28
stations that make up the network of
freight lines radiating from the marshalling yard. These stations are controlled
and monitored by Sentrarand’s centralised traffic control (CTC) system.
The upgrade project, dubbed
“Sentrahub”, mainly comprised migration from coaxial copper cable to singlemode optic fibre cable for the interlocking and remote control systems on the
block sections between stations.
Signalling also installed other stateof-the-art signalling equipment in place
of existing outdated equipment as part
of the upgrade. This comprised Thales
AZLM axle-counters to replace the old

Wireman George Diniso (left) installs axle-counter trackside equipment at one of the Sentrarand CTCcontrolled stations, while colleagues do trenching towards the axle-counter detection point.

Telkor axle-counters and Vital 21 Fail
Safe Data Transceiver (FSDT) equipment as part of the modernisation of
the interlocking system.
The existing CS90 remote control
system also had to be adapted and

upgraded to enable it to communicate
with the new axle-counters via optic
fibre cable.
The upgrade contract, which commenced in April 2012, was completed
in January this year.

Sale of specialised HV disconnector to Bosnian
smelter signals export demand
High Voltage Equipment (HVE) has
made a breakthrough sale into the
international market of its in-house
developed disconnector incorporating a Star Delta configuration
switch combined with a live-toearth switch.
The specialised disconnector, first
developed in 1995 for a customised
application for a local smelter, is built
with the Star Delta and live-to-earth
switches on a common frame and
made to suit for vertical or horizontal
installation as required. During the past

20 years HVE has produced and supplied a total of 27 customised units to
various customers.
Recently, local consulting engineers
Turnover, which was involved in some
of the previous projects, ordered a customised unit for a new smelter being
built in Bosnia. The fast-track order was
placed in August last year and completed and delivered in early-December.
“It is the first order we’ve had
for export of this type of disconnector,” said Craig Aaron, HVE’s Senior
Product Manager, Isolators.

The crated customised disconnector ready for shipment to Bosnia, with (from left) Craig Aaron, Senior
Product Manager; Freddie Williams, Final Inspection; Temba Khuzwayo, Fork Lift Driver; Thomas
Williams, Assembler; Johnny Jardim, Production Supervisor; Nhlanhla Sithole, Team Leader Assembly;
Wilmoth Nkuta, Team leader, Drive Detail Assembly.
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“This proves that there is demand
in the world market for this niche
product. The fact that we are one of
only a few producers worldwide and
that our product is well-proven and
competitively priced places us in a
strong position to achieve further sales
globally, which we are now actively
pursuing.
“It also potentially opens up opportunities for sales into the world
market of some of our other in-house
developed products,” he added.
HVE subsequently received a second export order in March this year
for a customised Star Delta design
disconnector for a smelter in Iceland.
This unit, in which current transformers have been incorporated into the
design, is scheduled for completion
in August.
In the specialised disconnector
design a Star Delta disconnector and
a live-to-earth disconnector are combined into a single unit. The advantage
of combining the two provides extra
versatility in that the Star Delta part
provides for a higher starting current
and a reduced operating current for the
plant operation involved, while the liveto-earth part provides the function of
an earthing switch on the visible supply
and an isolating gap between supply
and the Star Delta switch.

Medium Voltage & Protection

MV Switchgear sees rise in demand for
containerised switchgear
MV Switchgear has recently experienced a rise in demand for containerised switchgear.
“Customers are increasingly recognising the greater flexibility and both
time- and cost-savings that containerised substations offer when compared
with conventional brick-built substations,” commented Okkie van Zyl, MV
Switchgear’s Commercial Manager.
These advantages prove even more
decisive when the intended location
for the substation is in a remote area.
“The big advantage is that it reduces the on-site work to a minimum
and saves time. The whole unit is fabricated and pre-commissioned in the
factory and then shipped complete to
its destination and put into service immediately,” Okkie pointed out.
The above was demonstrated in the
case of one of MV Switchgear’s recent
orders for containerised substations
required for Kinsenda Copper Mine
in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
The project required switchgear for
a mix of conventional brick-built substations and mobile units for an upgrade
and expansion project currently under
way.
The R19-million contract Kinsenda
placed with the business unit in
late-2013 on the recommendation of
Johannesburg-based DRA, the project
managers for the expansion project,
comprised 11kV SBV4E air-insulated
switchgear for three new brick substations and three containerised units containing 11kV Genie-Evo fixed-pattern
switchgear.
The contract was completed in
November last year. The containerised substations, required for a power
supply to a new concentrator plant,
utilised customised and purpose-built
container units of larger dimensions
than the standard shipping containers
often used for such purposes.
In addition to the switchgear, each
of the containerised substations is
equipped with a battery tripping unit,
communication equipment, air-conditioning, lighting and fire protection
equipment. Walkways and stairways
are provided, giving access to the containers which are installed on concrete
bases.

A more recent contract for a containerised unit came from Nelson
Mandela Bay Municipality, which
required two mobile units on skids
containing dual-rated 11kV/22kV gas-

insulated switchgear for temporary
use as emergency or changeover
boards while a conventional permanent substation is being refurbished
or upgraded.

Internal and external views of one of the special
built-for-purpose containerised substations
produced by MV Switchgear for Kinsenda
Copper Mine in the DRC.
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City Power is first purchaser of new AMV12
switchgear
City Power is MV Switchgear’s
first customer for its new generation AMV12 range of air-insulated
switchgear officially launched into
the market at the beginning of the

year.
The business unit was awarded
a contract in April last year to provide a 17-panel 12kV rated switchboard incorporating the new switch-

Technicians completing assembly and inspection in MV Switchgear’s factory of the AMV12 switchgear
panel for City Power’s Industria substation

gear for installation in the 88kV/11kV
Industria substation in Industria, west
of Johannesburg’s city centre.
The contract, which formed part
of a refurbishment and upgrade of
the substation by City Power, was
awarded by Midrand-based Machite
Engineering, the electrical and civils
contractor on the project.
MV Switchgear, which completed
the contract in January this year, developed the AMV12 range in line with the
changing requirements of its principle
customers and in conformity with the
latest international quality and safety
standards. It developed the new range
in partnership with YIHE Electric Group,
a Qingdao (China) based manufacturer
of electrical equipment.
The AMV12 range of switchgear is
rated for 12kV with current ratings of
800 A, 1250 A and 2500 A at 31,5kA in
accordance with IEC 62271-200.
MV Switchgear has subsequently
received several more orders from other key customers, including CONCO,
DRA and the City of Windhoek.

MV Switchgear develops remote racking system
for AGVB circuit breakers
MV Switchgear has introduced a
remote racking device for its AGVB
vacuum-interrupter type circuit
breaker to provide easier and faster
racking than with the previous
manual system, as well as assuring
greater safety for operators.
“While traditionally the focus on
operator safety has been on switching,
it is often forgotten or misunderstood
that racking in or out also has a certain risk associated with it,” said Greg
Whyte, MV Switchgear’s Design &
Development Manager.
“One of the key benefits of AGVB
is that it replaces a traditional oil-type
circuit breaker with a vacuum circuit
breaker that is provided as standard
with a remote trip-and-close facility for
remote switching. Now we can add to
this the additional feature of remote
racking.”
The SBV and SBVE switchgear can
be supplied with a motorised device
for remote racking, whereas no remote racking system was available for
the AGVB’s up to now. The difference
is that racking on the SBV and SBVE
is done horizontally, while the racking system on the AGVB’s operates
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vertically.
The new remote method of racking
on the AGVB circuit breaker makes use
of the same type of racking device that
is currently used for remote racking on
the unit’s SBV and SBVE circuit breaker
ranges.
“With the SBV remote racking
system the motorised racking device
is connected to the circuit breaker in
front of the panel and racks it in and
out horizontally on the floor. We have
made an adaptation for the vertical
racking for the AGVB circuit breaker by
simply fitting the racking motor onto a
support frame and coupling it to the
standard racking mechanism to provide
the capability to remotely rack up and
down,” Greg explained.
The racking mechanism, which is
powered by a standard 230V AC mains
electricity supply, uses a motor drive
with a forward and reverse facility
coupled to the racking spindle of the
circuit breaker. It also incorporates a
slipper clutch enabling it to slip once it
is fully racked in or out.
“The previous manual racking operation required on the AGVB’s was
both physically demanding and time-
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Linky Mdaka, Technology Development Assistant
at MV Switchgear, shows the new racking
mechanism that has been developed for the
AGVB vacuum-interrupter type circuit breaker.

consuming. So the new system, in
addition to addressing the safety risk,
also makes life easier for the operator,”
Greg concluded.

Medium Voltage & Protection

New mobile MV substations for Eskom contain
enhanced reliability and safety features
MV Switchgear has designed a new
mobile substation for Eskom’s use
as a temporary source of MV power
supply in rural areas.
It recently supplied three 2,5MVA
22kV/11kV mobile substations to the
utility for deployment in rural areas in
Kwazulu-Natal. The skid-type substations, each supplied with a customdesigned trailer used to transport them
to and from site, incorporate enhanced
reliability and improved safety features.
“Typically this type of trailer is used
by Eskom to interconnect between
22kV and 11kV overhead lines to supply
power to a rural development where
there is no established conventional
substation to draw power from. It is
a convenient stop-gap solution until
such time as a permanent substation
can be established,” explained Greg
Whyte, MV Switchgear’s Design &
Development Manager.
The innovative features that have
been introduced into the new units,
which are enhanced versions of the
mobile units formerly used by the
utility, are:
• Gas-insulated switchgear housed in
an internally arc classified (IAC) kiosk
to provide improved operator safety.

One of the new mobile substations MV Switchgear supplied to Eskom recently for deployment in rural
KZN.

• The gas-insulated switchgear – in
place of the air-insulated systems used
formerly – combined with screened
cables and screened separate connector type terminations protects the substation and its contents from adverse

environmental conditions, thereby
enhancing their operational efficiency
over time and extending their lifespan.
The new units were supplied to
Eskom during March this year.

Protection & Control in distribution partnership
with producer of power quality recorders
Protection & Control (P&C) and power quality measurement specialists
CT Lab of Stellenbosch have signed
a mutual cooperation agreement to
assist each other in advancing their
respective businesses in the local
market.
“Our core business of protection
& control systems and CT Lab’s business, which is based on its in-house
developed world-class power quality
recorders, are complementary and
there is a substantial overlap in the
markets we cater for,” said Brian van
Rensburg, P&C’s General Manager.
Sole distributor
CT Lab, which is the only local
developer and manufacturer of stateof-the-art power quality recorders, has
appointed P&C as its sole distributor
for these products in Southern Africa.
The distribution agreement, effective
from November last year, also authorises P&C to market and provide the
To page 14

CT Lab’s Impedo DUO quality-of-supply recorder.
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specialist services CT Lab offers to bulk
consumers of electricity to enhance
efficiencies in their use of power.
Willie van Wyk, CT Lab’s Managing
Director, said the distribution agreement makes P&C responsible for
maintaining and developing CT Lab’s
local business so as to afford the company’s own senior management and
other key staff more time to focus on
expanding its business abroad.
“We have recently made several
breakthroughs into the international
market and we are giving high priority
to growing our international business.
However, we maintain and expand our

local technology support programme
by introducing new power quality and
synchophasor training courses and
making available skilled power quality
specialists to assist ACTOM and endusers,” he explained.
“We are confident in delegating
responsibility for our local business to
ACTOM Protection & Control in view
of its well-established and excellent
standing in the local market, reinforced by the good broad-based black
economic empowerment (B-BBEE)
status it and the ACTOM group as a
whole enjoys, which opens up new
opportunities for us in the public sector,

CT Lab’s power quality
recorders are world class
During the past 20 years CT Lab
has gained extensive expertise in
power quality measurement and
information processing.
Two of its latest power quality
recording instruments, the Impedo
DUO and the Vecto II, recently
achieved IEC 61000-4-30 Edition 3.0
Class A certification, making CT Lab
one of the first international manufacturers to achieve this high certification, while maintaining conformance
to the National Energy Regulator’s
(NERSA) quality of supply specification NRS048 (2010).
The Impedo DUO contains two
independent GPS-synchronised
power quality instruments in one,
each with 4 x voltage and 4 x current

inputs. It features an on-board GPS,
high resolution colour LED display
and multi-touch man-machine interface 2 x encrypted Gigabit Ethernet
ports. The on-board HMI makes this
recorder an ideal instrument to use
as a portable investigation device or
as a quality-of-supply recorder with
high-end functionality.
The Vecto II is a single-feeder
power quality instrument with 4 x
voltage and 4 x current inputs. It
features an on-board GPS, 2 x Gigabit
Ethernet ports and 2 x USB ports. Its
small form factor, high functionality
and connectivity make it the ideal
permanently installed instrument to
monitor power quality in the substation and industrial environment.

particularly parastatals and metropolitan municipalities.”
Brian pointed out that CT Lab similarly has an established user-base in
certain niche market sectors in which
there is scope for P&C to develop new
business.
Good potential
“We see good potential in these
sectors for many of our protectionand-control systems and products.
Furthermore and most importantly,
there is a direct synergy between our
core products and CT Lab’s quality-ofsupply recorders, which enhances the
marketability of both. Our partnership
arrangement therefore promises to
be mutually beneficial in helping to
expand our respective businesses in
the prevailing adverse market conditions,” he stated.
CT Lab is the leading supplier of
power quality recorders in the local
market. Demand for these products
has grown rapidly in recent years with
the increasing recognition by utilities
and industry of the importance of
quality of electricity supply in achieving
and maintaining maximum operational
efficiency.
“There is greater awareness of
quality of supply in the current constrained electricity grid environment.
Reliable quality of supply monitoring
enables you to manage your power
supply better, as well as mitigate the
risk that poor quality supply poses to
your equipment and processes,” Brian
commented.
Key service
The services CT Lab provides in
addition to its quality-of-supply recorders encompass power quality (PQ)
monitoring programme planning and
PQ integration. A key service – already
deployed by several major metropolitan
municipalities in South Africa, among
others – is a web-based hosting service
which controls the acquisition of PQ
parameters for a utility, including communication to devices, storing of data
and reporting to the utility for national
regulatory and other purposes.
Another service CT Lab offers to its
clientele is an investigation and compliance checking service, deployed mainly
in the IPP, mining and industrial sectors,
to investigate problems resulting from
poor quality of power supply and offering solutions to remedy them.

The Vecto II power supply recorder.
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Ekurhuleni Municipality selects P&C for supply of
bulk consumer maximum demand meters
Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality has awarded Protection
& Control (P&C) a three-year frame
contract for the provision of stateof-the-art maximum demand meters
for measuring and monitoring electricity use by bulk consumers.
Bulk consumers comprise mainly
large commercial and industrial businesses. The demand meters P&C has
been contracted to supply are those
produced by its China-based metering
technology partners.
Ekurhuleni placed its first order
with P&C shortly after the award of
the frame main contract early last
year. The order, for the supply of 1150
three-phase current transformer- and/
or voltage transformer-operated maximum demand meters in the voltage
range of 58V to 415V, was supplied on

schedule In October last year.
“The meters we supply form part
of an integrated Automated Meter

Lerato Kumalo, Technical Sales person in P&C’s
metering department, displays one of the
maximum demand meters being supplied for
Ekurhuleni’s AMR system.

Reading (AMR) system that is being
established at Ekurhuleni,” explained
Leon de Nysschen, P&C’s Manager,
Electrical Metering.
“Another specialist service provider
has been contracted to provide the
AMR service, which collates and interprets the data provided by our meters
and makes it available through a web
interface to Ekurhuleni for billing and
monitoring purposes.”
The AMR system uses a General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) modem
that interfaces with the bulk meter
and, via an Access Point Name (APN)
network, collects the metered data
from the bulk consumers, processes
it into the form required by Ekurhuleni
and makes it available via the Internet
to the municipality’s data centre.
“As part of our bulk meters supply
contract we are required to provide the
metering protocol in order for the AMR
system to be developed to translate the
metered data into a form that the AMR
system is able to read and interpret,”
said Leon.

Transformers for City Power intake substation
incorporate three-stage cooling
Power Transformers has won several
prized contracts for large high-rated
power transformers since entering this market in 2012, following
a major upgrade of its design and
production capabilities to enable it
to produce units of up to 315MVA
at 275kV.
The upgrade and expansion project,
which Power Transformers undertook
with the assistance of world leading
specialist transformer design consultants Felber Engineering of Austria,
was a major advance, as the highest
rated units the division was capable
of producing prior to the upgrade were
45MVA at 132kV.
The advance has enabled the division to enter market sectors it was
unable to fully serve previously, as
well as compete more effectively with
imported high-rated brands on offer.
Since entering this market Power
Transformers has won several contracts for high-end transformers in
the municipal sector and is seeking to
achieve similar success in the power
generation sector.
Among metropolitan municipaliTo page 16

Posing in front of a large 315MVA 275kV autotransformer being prepared for delivery are (from
left): Emily Moshoadibe, Senior Creditors Clerk; Leela Parbhoo, Financial Manager; Julie Singleton,
Secretary to divisional CEO; Kgomotso Mononyane, HR Manager; Gina Nel, Wage Controller; and Petro
Rademan, Financial Accountant.
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ties the division is already catering to
in this respect is Johannesburg’s City
Power. It won a R66-million contract in
mid-2014 to manufacture and supply
three 315MVA 275kV/88kV/22kV autotransformers for installation in the new
400kV/275kV/132kV Sebenza intake
substation currently under construction next to Kelvin power station near
Kempton Park.
The autotransformers contract,
due for completion in May 2016, was
awarded to Power Transformers by
Midrand-based Consolidated Power
Projects (CONCO), the electrical
infrastructure construction contractor responsible for erecting the new
substation, which is being established
to increase and enhance the capacity
of the electricity distribution network

on the eastern side of Johannesburg.
“CONCO has been in the market
for more than 29 years, during which
it has enjoyed a longstanding relationship with ACTOM Power Transformers.
It was the logical choice for this
mega-project, owing to its outstanding product quality and reputation,”
said Clive Pillay, CONCO’s Business
Development Director.
The transformers for Sebenza substation incorporate a customised threestage oil cooling system designed to
provide high efficiency cooling at various temperatures while at the same
time minimising energy use.
The oil cooling system comprises
radiator-, pump- and fan-driven systems which optimise cooling of the
active part of the transformer by

respectively kicking into operation in
response to rises in temperature at
various stages to maintain oil flow
through the system.
“The development of this most
efficient cooling system was a challenging exercise that required careful
planning and close attention to detail,”
commented Ronnie Russell, Power
Transformers’ Divisional CEO.
“The development of the autotransformers also involved conducting
numerous tests covering various parameters to confirm that all specifications and requirements as laid down by
the project consultants in the contract
were met.”
Pretoria-based PSW Consulting
Engineers are City Power’s consultants
on the Sebenza substation project.

Power Transformers lands sizeable order for new
design low-cost transformers for wind farms
Power Transformers recently received an order for a large batch
of transformers for wind turbine
generators (WTG’s) for three new
wind farms being established in the
Northern Cape as part of the national renewable energy programme.
This follows the division’s earlier
success in designing and producing
similar transformers for one of the first
wind farm projects in the programme,
the Kouga Wind Farm near Oyster Bay
in the Eastern Cape.
The latest order is for a total of 157
x 2700kVA pad-mounted oil-natural airnatural (ONAN) transformers. It was
placed by Midrand-based Consolidated
Power Projects (CONCO), the electrical balance of plant contractor for the
wind farms, Noupoort, Khobab and
Loeriesfontein, comprising 35, 61 and
61 WTG’s respectively.
Independent power producer (IPP)
Mainstream is the owner and developer of these projects.
The transformers contract was
awarded in April and is scheduled for
completion in mid-2016.
“In awarding the contract to
ACTOM Power Transformers we took
into account their success with the
Kouga Wind Farm project, where the
WTG transformers they supplied have
proven to be efficient and reliable,
so demonstrating their capability of
meeting the special requirements applicable to wind farms,” commented
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A welder works on a full-scale model that has been made to facilitate achieving the optimum design
for the new wind farm transformers.

Rein Dijkstra, CONCO’s Contracts
Manager, Renewable Energy.
The new transformers incorporate
a special feature that is new to South
Africa but is well-proven abroad, especially in the US where it has been widely used for many years in wind farm and
general distribution applications.
Gert Kriel, Power Transformers’
Sales Manager, explained: “This in-
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volves making provision for accommodating the load-break switch together
with current limiting fuses inside the
transformer tank by mounting them
under oil, in place of the usual external
arrangement as applied to package
transformers.
“This has the great advantage of
significantly reducing the cost of manufacture and therefore the selling price.”

LH Marthinusen

Meet LH Marthinusen’s restructured management
team

New management appointees (from left): Baldwin Senoamali, Chris Thoka, Boris Breganski, Virginia Huma, Pieter van der Walt and Shuveer Maharaj.

In support of its mantra “Service
e x c e l l e n c e , u n d e rp i n n e d b y
sound engineering principles”, LH
Marthinusen (LHM) recently restructured its management team to
further this vision.
Under the leadership of Divisional
CEO Mervyn Naidoo the following
changes were implemented:
• Boris Breganski, a graduate
Electrical Engineer, has been appointed to oversee Power Generation and
Rotating Machines Field Service. With
his wide-ranging experience in rotating
machines and drives, Boris will also be
available to provide comprehensive engineering support to LHM as a whole.
• Pieter van der Walt, a graduate

Mechanical Engineer, has been appointed General Manager of the Large
Motors section. Pieter’s structured
engineering orientation can already be
appreciated in the enhanced quality of
the product his workshop produces.
• Chris Thoka has been appointed
Key Account Manager, responsible for
all business relating to traction rolling
stock, in addition to his commercial
oversight responsibility for PowerGen.
• Virginia Huma has been appointed
Business Development Manager, focussing on Eskom, municipalities and
freight rail.
• Baldwin Senoamali has been
appointed Manager of the Fluidex
business. This planned succession

will take place over a six-month period
as Gabs Ramalho scales down for his
well-earned retirement.
• Shuveer Maharaj, Commercial
Manager for Transformers, has assumed responsibilit y for the
Transformer Field Service section
as well, following Baldwin’s move to
Fluidex.
• The Qualit y Control function
has been bolstered through the appointment of Palesa Lequoa, Nick
Morrison and Thilivhali Radzilani
as permanent QC Officers within the
Rotating Machines business.
• David Sullivan has been appointed
LHM’s Divisional Sales & Marketing
Executive.

LH Marthinusen reverse engineers replacement
stator for sugar mill alternator

Drawing of the stator manufactured
by LHM for Illovo Sugar’s Sezela
mill.
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LHM recently manufactured a duplicate stator for the 10MW alternator
at Illovo Sugar’s Sezela mill near
Scottburgh on the Kwazulu-Natal
South Coast.
LHM’s Power division undertook to
produce an exact replica of the existing
stator, which had to be decommissioned due to its age. This required
a reverse engineering process, as
the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) of the alternator no longer exists and no original drawings for its
manufacture were available.
“We had to take measurements
from the existing stator to compile our
own working drawings for the job,” said
David Sullivan, LHM’s Divisional Sales
& Marketing Executive, who headed
up the Power division as Divisional
Executive at the time of the contract.
To page 18
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“However the existing stator
couldn’t be taken out of service as the
mill depends on the alternator to generate power for its processing operation.
So we had to make measurements during periodic shutdown periods and then
prepare the drawings to work from to
manufacture the new stator.”

The work culminated in the successful recommissioning of the alternator containing the newly-manufactured stator in March this year – just six
months after the project was assigned
to LHM.
“We view this as an ultra-fast track
project, taking into account the dif-

ficulties of access and the other complexities involved to get to the point of
manufacture,” David pointed out.
He added that it was one of the
most complex reverse engineering
projects LHM has executed to date.

LH Marthinusen repairs large alternator for Eskom
hydro power plant
LHM recently performed an out-ofthe-ordinary contract involving the
refurbishment and upgrade of a
large hydro alternator from Eskom’s
Mbashe hydro power station near
Mthatha in the Eastern Cape.

The contract for a rewind of the
17,5MVA alternator was awarded in
October last year to LHM’s Power division by Rotek Engineering, Eskom’s
electrical equipment and repair
company.

The powerhouse at Mbashe hydro power station.

Said David Sullivan, LHM’s
Divisional Sales & Marketing Executive:
“Rotek approached us to undertake
the job because, as part of the rewind,
they wanted to have the insulation
system of the stator upgraded from a
resin-rich system to a vacuum pressure
impregnation (VPI) insulation system.
This was to make it more resilient to
moisture ingress, given the extremely
humid environment in which these
generators operate.
They commissioned the job to us
because we are the only repairer in the
country with a VPI plant large enough
to accommodate a unit of this size.
Despite this, the stator still proved too
large for our VPI tank, so we had to cut
off the end-covers to allow it to fit and
re-welded them back on afterwards,”
he said.
To further meet the requirements
of the project LHM upgraded the VPI
plant by expanding its resin storage
capacity with the acquisition of an extra
storage tank.
The contract, which included commissioning of the alternator following
its re-installation at the hydro station,
was completed in February this year.

LH Marthinusen Phalaborwa participates in Giyani
pump stations repair-and-upgrade project
LHM’s Phalaborwa branch recently
completed a contract involving the
upgrade and repair of a number of
electric motors and generators of
the sewerage and water pump stations serving areas in and around
Giyani.
LHM Phalaborwa partnered with a
civils company on the upgrade-and-repair project, which was commissioned
by Lepelle Northern Water, Limpopo
Province’s water and sewage authority.
LHM’s contract, awarded in
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September last year and completed at
the end of January this year, involved:
• Procuring and installing two new
high efficiency 200kW booster pump
motors at the Khanisa water plant, as
replacements for the existing standard
efficiency motors there, refurbishing
the controls for the motors and replacing water flow switches.
• Refurbishing two 7,5kW submersible pumps for the Kremetart sewerage
plant, examining and adjusting the
control gear for the pumps and restor-
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ing the plant’s standby generator back
into operation.
• Procuring and installing three new
high efficiency 18,5kW pump motors
at the Merokololo sewerage plant in
place of the old standard efficiency motors and restoring the plant’s standby
generator to service.
The contract also included repair of
the standby generator at the Gesani
General Hospital that serves the town.

Reid & Mitchell

Reid & Mitchell introduces state-of-the-art
measuring system for assessment and repairs
To increase the efficiencies and
throughput in its Assessing department, R&M has upgraded the mechanical measuring system by which
components brought in for repair are
measured. The new system is an addition to the existing system, which
the division continues to use.
Machine measuring forms part of
the initial assessment process undertaken prior to quoting to customers for
repairs undertaken on their motors, as
well as being applied in the course of
the repair/production process.
The new Coordinate Measuring
Machine (CMM) system, purchased
and installed in R&M’s Benoni repair
facility in November 2014, is a portable
optical-based 3D coordinate measuring
system that is a great advance on the
existing system used in the plant.
“The main advantages of the new
Metronor system is that it is easier
and speedier to use, with much better
repeatability and accuracy than the old
system,” commented Works Technical
Manager Willie Liebenberg.
“Our existing system, which comprises two large Faro Arms, backed
up by the use of micrometres, is very
unwieldy by comparison, as well as
time-consuming, labour-intensive and
prone to error.”
The Metronor system has been
purchased to do most of the large
mechanical measurements, while the

old system has been retained to do
the balance of the required measurements, consisting mainly of smaller
measurements.
The new system comprises a
hand-held wireless stylus that communicates with two specialised electrooptical cameras mounted on tripods
positioned near the equipment being
measured. The result is then translated

into a computerised report.
“The CMM provides coordinate
measuring capability anywhere in the
production process. It has the capability to measure the geometry of the
gearing bores and bearing journals and
compare parts and assemblies to CAD
models,” Willie pointed out.
The instrument is only the second
of its kind in South Africa.

Mechanical Assessor Thabo Makgatho is shown using the new Metronor system’s hand-held stylus to
obtain a measurement from a wheelmotor frame on the factory floor, while Thommy Ndlovu, Foreman,
looks on. The stylus automatically transmits the data via two tripod-mounted electro-optical cameras,
which can be seen in the background.

Surge in demand by Botswana Railways for
locomotive motor repairs by Reid & Mitchell
Orders from Botswana Railways for
repair of the traction motors and
generators of its diesel electric locomotive fleet have been streaming in

to R&M in recent months.
“We have a three-year frame contract with them for the repair of their
loco motors, which dates from 2012.

Up to about six months ago the orders were at lower volumes and fairly
sporadic, but since then we have seen
a considerable pick-up,” commented
Mike Shaw, R&M’s Divisional CEO.
“Since late-August last year and
the end of April this year we have done
approximately 50 separate repair jobs
for them.”
Botswana Railways’ intensification
of refurbishment of its locomotive fleet
coincides with its recent acquisition of
new locomotives and freight wagons
as part of a programme it is engaged in
to encourage greater use of rail transport by mining and other industries,
especially for transportation of bulk
commodities, while also seeking to
improve trade links with neighbouring
countries in Southern Africa.

R&M’s Works Technical Manager Willie Liebenberg and Foreman Martin Clarke look on as Chargehand
Vincent Mthembu works on a Botswana Railways generator.
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Marthinusen & Coutts

Reid & Mitchell introduces ‘modern’ logo
Reid & Mitchell (R&M) has changed
its logo by presenting it in a more
modern type-face.
“The new logo closely resembles
the old one to the extent that some
people may not even notice the change
at first. We decided it was time to
freshen up the logo and the new form
gives it a cleaner and more modern
appearance, more of an evolution than
a revolution, consistent with the image
of our brand, facilities and reputation,”
commented Mike Shaw, R&M’s
Divisional CEO.
The picture shows Mike outside
R&M’s Benoni premises indicating the
new signage, which has been further
brought up to date by also featuring the
ACTOM group logo and colours.

M&C extends service offerings with acquisition of
mechanical rotating machines repair company
Marthinusen & Coutts (M&C)
has acquired the business of mechanical repair company Cetus
Turbo Machinery with effect from
November 2014.
The new acquisition, based in
Sasolburg, has been renamed ACTOM
Turbo Machines. It extends M&C’s
service offerings to include mechanical repair ser vices to add to the
comprehensive repair services the
division provides for electric motors
and generators.
“Being a single service provider

for both mechanical and electrical
machines with a market offering of
this magnitude, our customers and
potential customers no longer need to
outsource refurbishments and rehabilitation of large equipment to different
service providers. Our significantly
expanded capability enables us to control the entire process, offering peace
of mind coupled with optimised cost
efficiencies, as the middleman is cut
out,” said Mike Chamberlain, M&C’s
Operations Executive.
ACTOM Turbo Machines provides

A view of ACTOM Turbo Machines’ repair facility in Sasolburg.
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maintenance, general servicing, rehabilitation and refurbishment of all
types of mechanical rotating equipment, including all types of turbines,
steam governors, compressors, blowers, pumps, fans, gearboxes, decanters, centrifuges, filter presses and
scrubbers.
Chris Bezuidenhout, one of Cetus
Turbo Machinery’s founders, who has
been appointed Managing Director of
ACTOM Turbo Machines, commented:
“Our service-focused strategy will continue and, together with Marthinusen &
Coutts, we will grow our market shares
significantly. In addition, the market
coverage and financial backing of
ACTOM will facilitate this growth path.”
ACTOM Turbo Machines specialises
in the inspection, repair and refurbishment of both OEM and non-OEM
rotating equipment. Projects it has
undertaken recently include:
• A general overhaul and maintenance contract on Sasol Synfuels’ air
and oxygen plant 30MW turbines and
blowers.
• General overhaul and re-blade of the
30MW AEG Kanis turbine for the Sasol
1 power station.
• Overhaul and upgrade of five 60MW
turbo gensets at Kelvin power station.
• General overhaul, re-blade and
refurbishment of three 30MW generator turbines for NamPower’s Van Eck
power station.

Wilec

Marthinusen & Coutts

Repairs by M&C and ACTOM Turbo Machines help
boost Kelvin’s generating capacity
Over the past 18 months Marthinusen
& Coutts (M&C) and ACTOM Turbo
Machines have performed a comprehensive range of repair and refurbishment projects for Kelvin power
station in Kempton Park.
M&C recently completed a complex repair of one of the station’s
60MW synchronous alternators, while
ACTOM Turbo Machines performed
general overhauls (GO’s) on five 60MW
turbine generator sets.
This work by the two business
units – ACTOM Turbo Machines (formerly Cetus Turbo Machinery) having
been acquired by ACTOM recently to
become part of the M&C division (See
story on the left) – has contributed
towards boosting the aging station’s
generating capacity from 120MW to
300MW.
The stator of the 60MW synchronous alternator was damaged when
the unit suffered a breakdown in March
last year. Tests conducted on site by
M&C established that three stator
bars had been damaged, whereupon
it was decided to replace a total of six
stator bars.
“Due to the fact that the winding is of a special single-layer type
in which the strands in each stator
bar are individually brazed onto the
associated strands of the bar next to
it, the replacement of the stator bars
was a prolonged process lasting sev-

eral months,” said Rob Melaia, M&C’s
Engineering & Technical Executive.
In December last year Kelvin Power
awarded a 30-month contract to
ACTOM Turbo Machines to provide an
ongoing maintenance service for the
station’s turbine generator sets.
Kelvin Power is a privately-owned

coal fired power station that supplies
power to Johannesburg’s City Power.
The refurbishment of Kelvin’s generators and turbines illustrates M&C’s
offering on an integrated electrical and
mechanical services basis, giving customers the peace of mind that it can
provide the entire solution.

M&C’s Divisional CEO Richard Botton and Senior Artisan Shepherd Chigwa inspecting the 60 MW
generator stator at Kelvin power station prior to repair.

Wilec’s Envirotemp ester dielectric oil seminar
well received
Wilec recently hosted a two-day
seminar on Envirotemp ester dielectric transformer oil for potential local
users of the product.
Th e s e m i n a r, s t a g e d a t t h e
Emperor’s Palace conference centre in
Kempton Park in March, was presented
by two experts from Cargill Industrial in
the US, the producers and suppliers of
Envirotemp oils, now offered by Wilec
in the local market.
The seminar was attended by representatives of a cross-section of potential users, including original equipment
manufacturers, mining companies,
municipalities and Eskom.
Th e p r e s e n t e r s we r e Dav i d
Roesser, Global General Manager,
Dielectric Fluids, and John Luksich,
Principal Engineer, of Cargill Industrial,
whose presentations covered all as-

pects of the topic in detail.
“The feedback we have received
from many of the people who attended
has been very positive. Follow-up
meetings have been arranged between
Wilec and some of the companies and
organisations, which include several of
the largest users of transformer oil in
the country,” said Louis Blom, Wilec’s
Sales & Marketing Executive.
Wilec introduced Envirotemp FR3
natural oil and a synthetic version
known as Envirotemp 200 last year
after securing the sole distributorship
rights for Southern Africa from Cargill
Industrial.
Envirotemp, which is used worldwide by transformer manufacturers
and repairers, power utilities and a
diverse range of industrial users, is the
first globally-proven ester dielectric oil
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to be made available in Southern Africa.
Ester oil, in addition to being environmentally-friendly, has great advantages over mineral oil, the most
important being:
• It is highly fire-resistant, with a flash
point of more than twice that of mineral
oil.
• It has excellent dielectric characteristics that include greater efficiency
resulting from a higher loading capacity
than the equivalent mineral oil.
• Its higher temperature tolerance
extends transformer life due to the
superior insulation thereby achieved.
• It enables the design of smaller
transformers, with consequent costsaving advantages through less construction materials and fluid being
required.
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Electrical Products wins fenders & bollards
contract for Durban Harbour refurbishment
Electrical Products recently won a
multi-million rand contract for quay
fenders and bollards for installation at Durban Harbour’s Maydon
Wharf as part of a refurbishment
programme Transnet National Port
Authority has embarked upon at
the port.
The contract was awarded to the
Arnot unit as local distributor for lead-

ing international marine quay equipment manufacturers FenderTeam (FT)
of Germany.
The contract for the manufacture
and supply of 59 fenders and 62 bollards for installation in a total of seven
berths at Maydon Wharf is the largest
contract for fenders & bollards the unit
has won to date since being appointed
FT’s local distributor in 2012.

FenderTeam fenders like those being supplied for installation at Durban’s Maydon Wharf are shown
here installed in a quay wall of a harbour in Europe.

The contract was awarded in mid2014 by SS Axsys, the Durban-based
marine works contractor responsible
for installation of the equipment at
Maydon Wharf. The equipment is being delivered over an extended period,
the first delivery having been made
in September last year and the final
delivery scheduled for mid-2016.
The fenders replace the traditional
large off-road tyre type fenders in order
to accommodate the modern large
types of ships calling at the Maydon
Wharf precinct. This will result in improved protection of the ships’ hulls
and the new quay walls from damage
during berthing operations.
Each of the new fenders comprises
a large rubber cone-shaped buffer that
is bolted at its broad end to the side
of the quay wall, while a metal frame
to which a polyethelene (PE) panel is
attached is in turn attached to the outer
face of the rubber buffer. The purpose
of the buffer is to absorb the shock of
contact with a ship’s hull as it docks,
while the PE panel provides a smooth
surface for contact against the hull,
thereby minimising any risk of damage
to hull and quay wall alike. The fenders
are installed at regular intervals along
the side of the quay wall to provide a
unified surface for contact with the
side of the hull, as well as to evenly
spread the shocks of contact between
the two. Each fender is matched by a
bollard installed behind it on the quay
wall.
The Arnot business unit is also
a distributor to the local market of a
range of anti-vibration products for industrial, mining and heating, ventilation
& air-conditioning (HVAC) applications.

New machines extend cable-cutting capacity and
versatility at Electrical Products’ Joburg branch
Electrical Products’ Johannesburg
branch recently acquired two new
cable-cutting machines as replacements for its two existing ones to
increase and enhance its cablecutting capability.
The new customised hydraulicallydriven machines not only have the
capacity to accommodate larger sizes
and weights of cable drums than the
electrically-driven machines they replace, but are also more powerful,
more versatile and more accurate than
their predecessors, as well as being
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easier to operate and requiring less
maintenance.
The smaller of the two new units,
which is capable of accommodating
cable drums of up to 6t, was delivered
and installed in December, while the
larger machine, which has a drum carrying capacity of up to 9t, was installed
in mid-February this year.
Both of the old machines have been
refurbished and installed at two smaller
branches – the larger one of 5t drum
capacity has gone to Nelspruit branch
and the smaller and older 2t drum ca-
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pacity unit has been installed at East
London branch.
“We were previously limited to
185mm x 3-core 11kV cable of up to
300m in length, at about 4,7t. With
the new machines in place our upper
diameter and length limits have been
extended to 300mm x 3-core of up to
500m in length. In addition, we are
no longer limited to 11kV, but can cut
22kV and 33kV cable as well,” said
Johannesburg Branch Manager Craig
Watt.
A further significant advantage that

Electrical Equipment

This picture shows one of the two new cable-cutting machines recently acquired by Electrical Products’ Johannesburg branch.

has been achieved as a result of the
upgrade is that both new machines
can be used to cut cables from 1,5mm
diameter upwards. “Previously the 14year old smaller machine was limited to
16mm x 4-core cable due to its lifting
capacity as well as the rolling resist-

ance,” Craig explained.
“This meant that our larger machine
often got tied up cutting the medium
diameter cables, which seriously curtailed its availability for cutting the
larger diameter cables.”
He added: “The new machines

have greatly extended our cable-cutting
service capabilities, but to make full
use of this, the next step is to upgrade
our crane capacity. We aim to replace
our present 5t crane with an 8t capacity crane as soon as possible – or we
would need an 8t fork-lift.”

Electrical Products’ Windhoek branch wins R10million orders to equip new MV substations
Electrical Products’ Windhoek
branch has been awarded R10million worth of orders to equip two
new MV indoor substations that are
being established to supply power
to two informal settlements on the
outskirts of the city.
The funding for the project is from
Central Government and part of the
Targeted Intervention Programme for
Employment & Economic Growth.
The branch has worked closely with
two Windhoek-based contractors in
tendering for the substation contracts,
with it quoting to supply all the required
equipment – most of it from ACTOM
business units.
The contracts for the 11kV Babilon
and Havana substations, for electricity supply to settlements of the same
names, have been awarded by the City
of Windhoek to the two contractors,
which will work together to do all the

electrical and civil work.
“Not only is this by far the largest
set of supply contacts we have won
to date since opening our Windhoek
branch at the beginning of last year,
but it also represents an important
breakthrough for us, as it includes
supply of MV Switchgear’s recentlylaunched new generation AMV12
range,” commented General Manager
Struan Steele.
“As our first order for AMV12 it will
serve as a useful reference towards
winning further orders from various
municipalities and other operations in
Namibia looking to purchase switchgear conforming to the latest quality
and safety standards.”
The contractors will install the
switchgear under the supervision of
senior technicians from MV Switchgear,
who will also train staff from both the
contractors and the City of Windhoek
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to enable them to perform similar installations on their own in the future.
The supply subcontracts for the
new substations, awarded by the
two contractors in May this year and
targeted for completion by the beginning of next year, also include battery
tripping units from Static Power and
luminaires from Genlux Lighting, plus
cable from one of Electrical Products
longstanding cable suppliers.
The branch has enjoyed a good flow
of business since the start, with it well
exceeding budgeted turnover during
the financial year to end March 2015.
“The orders for the new Windhoek
substations have given us a head
start, providing grounds for optimism
to again achieve better-than-expected
results in the current financial year,”
Struan remarked.
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ACTOM and leading global fan producer TLT-Turbo
form local joint venture company
ACTOM has joined international
fans company TLT-Turbo GmbH of
Germany in forming a joint venture
(JV) company to cater to both the
Sub-Saharan and the local market
for all types of large fans.
The market comprises mainly the
industrial, mining, process, metallurgical, cement and power generation
industries. The formation of the JV
company, TLT ACTOM (Pty) Ltd, and
the technology and licence agreements
signed by the two partners took effect
from May 1, 2015.
ACTOM and TLT-Turbo negotiated
the new international partnership after
ACTOM’s technology agreement with
international ventilation fan producer
Solyvent Fläkt Woods AG was dissolved as a result of the acquisition of
that company’s international fan division by an opposition fan manufacturer.
TLT ACTOM retains the existing
technology agreements with Fläkt
Woods for categories of fans used in
industry and for heating, ventilation and
cooling (HVAC) systems used mainly in
large commercial applications.
The large fans systems covered
by TLT ACTOM’s new technology
partnership incorporate axial flow and
centrifugal fan units with power ratings
of up to 15MW.
TLT-Turbo GmbH is wholly owned
by Power Construction Corporation of
China, a Chinese state-owned industrial conglomerate which is one of the
world’s 500 largest companies.
C ra i g Jo h n s to n , M a n a g i n g
Director of TLT ACTOM – which formerly traded as ACTOM Mechanical
Equipment – said: “The new partnership arrangement places us in a much
stronger positon than before in two

major respects. Firstly, in partnering
TLT-Turbo in a 50/50 JV company we
have a closer and firmer association
with our international partner than applied previously.
“Secondly, we are entering the
local power generation market with
much stronger credentials than before.
There is an established installed base
of TLT-Turbo large axial flow fans at
Eskom’s Majuba power station and
their fan systems are being installed
and commissioned at both of Eskom’s
new power stations, Medupi and
Kusile.”
Rainer Redinger, Managing
Director of TLT-Turbo, said: “The formation of the JV company is a big step
forward for us in the Southern African

The JV company’s logo.

region as it enables us to serve our
local customers better. We now have
a local company with the necessary
expertise and a well-established presence to give full support to our local
customer base and with the capacity,
backed by our well-proven systems,
technology and service knowhow,
to expand our business in the region
in all types of fan applications and
to become a full after-sales service
provider.”

ACTOM’s Group Company Secretary Annamarie van Wyngaardt looks on as Craig Johnston (left) and
Rainer Redinger sign the joint venture agreement.

TLT ACTOM’s HVAC fans successfully type tested
for smoke control
TLT ACTOM has had its Fläkt Woods
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) fans successfully
type tested for the smoke and heat
control standard that now applies
to SA Bureau of Standards’ (SABS)
building code.
In the type test, which simulates
live conditions, TLT ACTOM’s smoke
ventilator aerofoil fans were run for
over two hours in a temperature of 300
degrees C. The business unit was also
required to implement a factory pro-
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duction control system at its Driehoek,
Germiston, production facility to qualify
in terms of the standard.
“In addition to buildings having to
be equipped with sprinklers and fire
warning systems as previously required, the building code now includes
a standard covering smoke control
by means of powered smoke ventilators,” said Nuno Pereira, TLT ACTOM’s
Product Manager, HVAC.
The SABS’ SANS 10400 building
code, which incorporates the European
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standard EN 12101 applicable to fire
control was revised and extended in
2012 to include smoke and heat control
under the designation EN12101-3 after
it was recognised that more people
are killed by asphyxiation from smoke
than by the fire itself when a building
catches fire.
Nuno said that in the late-80’s, after
a disastrous fire in a discotheque, the
UK authorities recognised the risks
posed by smoke inhalation during fires
and started the process of specify-
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ing designs that incorporated smoke
ventilators in HVAC systems for large
commercial and residential buildings.
Together with fire authorities in the UK,
Woods of Colchester developed testing
and specification methodologies for
smoke control fans.
“In South Africa GEC Woods then
actively promoted the use of smoke
control fans in new building design.
These methods and systems are now
standard practice for use in commercial
and industrial buildings, where high
temperature rated fans lift the smoke
to create a layer of fresh air in which
people are able to escape the building,”
he explained.

An HT Aerofoil smoke fan as supplied by TLT
ACTOM to the local market.

Electrowave scores biggest success to date with
West Jupiter drilling system integration contract
Electrowave Cape (EWC) scored its
biggest offshore project success to
date in winning a contract recently
from international offshore oil & gas
drilling company SeaDrill to do the
drilling system integration on its
new vessel West Jupiter.
The contract, performed aboard the
West Jupiter while it was sailing to its
ultra-deep offshore drilling destination
in Nigeria from the shipyard in Geoje,
South Korea, involved electrical system
modification and integration of drilling

system packages.
The West Jupiter is one of eight
Sixth Generation drill ships built by
Samsung Heavy Industries that are
capable of working in ultra-deep water
of up to 3600m and drill to depths of
up to 11 000m.
“These drill ships have to rely on
satellite dynamic positioning to stay
in location during the drilling process,
due to the great depths of water they
operate in,” explained Alex Passetti,
EWC’s General Manager.

EWC had a total of 60 people on
board during the peak periods of activity while engaged on the contract.
“High level planning and preparation
of electrical design data packs were
critical to ensure successful execution
of this project,” Alex said.
The ship arrived in Nigeria when
the Ebola outbreak was at its height.
“This became a huge concern at
one stage and really tested the commitment of our team. However, they
were soon able to satisfy themselves
that they were not at great risk of contracting the disease. However, things
like this are among the hazards you are
faced with when working offshore and
illustrates that this work isn’t for the
faint-hearted,” he commented.
The West Jupiter contract is ongoing and is expected to exceed R30million in value. “This was only possible thanks to the efforts of Offshore
Manager Gary Holton and his team,”
Alex added.
EWC has developed world-class expertise for offshore electrical and electronic engineering systems projects,
supported by experienced project
managers capable of delivering to the
latest offshore international standards.
West Jupiter Drawworks, designed to drill to a
depth of 3 600m, ultra-deep drilling.
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Reid & Mitchell runs ‘Wellness Day’ for staff with
Department of Health’s assistance
On Friday March 6 this year Reid &
Mitchell (R&M) hosted a “Wellness
Day” event for its staff.
The event was organised with
the assistance of the Department of
Health, which in addition to arranging
for medical and health professionals
from several of its Gauteng sections
to participate, also recruited a specialist Gauteng-based NGO, Progress
Educational Counsellors Organisation
(PECO), to provide the additional
manpower needed to carry out all the
examinations and procedures.
Almost 100 employees from R&M,
Contact Engineering, security staff
from both plants and the staff of QP
Cleaning, the black-owned company
that provides cleaning services for
R&M, underwent examinations during
the course of the day by the 18-strong
medical team, which comprised TB and
HIV specialists, a general practitioner,
an oral hygienist, a physiotherapist, a
podiatrist, nurses and paramedics.
The picture shows Selby
Mngomezulu (left), R&M’s Service
Co-ordinator, having his blood pressure
checked by one of the members of the
medical team.

Key appointments
Mike Merry, formerly Manager,
Commercial & Finance, of Air Pollution
Control, has been appointed Divisional
Financial Executive of the Power
Conversion division with effect from
May 1.
Rob Melaia, formerly Technical
Executive, Rotating Machines, at LH
Marthinusen, has been appointed
Engineering & Technical Executive at
Marthinusen & Coutts with effect from
September 2014.
Julie Cowell has been appointed Divisional Financial Executive at

Mike Merry
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Rob Melaia

ACTOM Turbo Machines with effect
from November 1, 2014. She was formerly Divisional Financial Executive for
LH Marthinusen.
Kgashane Mohale has been
appointed Business Development
Executive of Electrical Products with
effect from January 9.
Zwelithini Ngamlana has been
appointed Branch Manager of Electrical
Products’ Bloemfontein branch with effect from January 12. He was formerly
Depot Manager of East London Depot.
Braam Preston has been ap-

Julie Cowell
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pointed Depot Manager of Electrical
Products’ East London depot with effect
from December 1, 2014. He was formerly Field Sales Manager at the depot.
Sy Gourrah, a former President
of the Association of Municipal
Electricity Undertakings of Southern
Africa (AMEU), has been appointed a
Contracts Manager at Power Systems
with effect from May 18.
Jacques Smith has been appointed
Service Manager, Western Region, of
MV Switchgear’s After-Sales department with effect from February 16.

Kgashane Mohale

General

Zwelithini Ngamlana

Braam Preston

Sy Gourrah

Jacques Smith

Power Systems participates in community
upliftment project at Kouga wind farm
Power Systems has played a leading
role in a social responsibility project
for local communities at the Kouga
wind farm at Oyster Bay in the
Eastern Cape.
The Kouga Wind Farm Project
Company, which initiated and managed the extensive project, invited all
contractors and organisations involved
in the establishment of the wind farm
– which formed part of “Window 1”
of the national renewable energy programme – to contribute.
The wide range of benefits planned
for in the social responsibility project
included the provision of health, educational, sport, recreational, social and
other facilities. Power Systems, which
was the electrical balance of plant
contractor on the wind farm project,
elected to participate in the establishment of a clinic waiting and consulting
facility to serve the Umzamowethu
informal settlement.
The facility, completed in March
this year, consists of two containers
previously used by Power Systems
as site offices, which were revamped
and converted into a waiting room and
consulting rooms for medical examinations and trauma counselling purposes.
Nordex Energy SA, the engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC)
contractor on the wind farm project,
donated a purpose-made ablution
container for the clinic.
“The Department of Health visits
Umzamowethu regularly to provide
medical services to the surrounding
communities. Up to now they’ve
been attended to via a mobile clinic,
with people exposed to the elements
while waiting for their consultations.
They also had no ablution facilities,”
said John McClure, Power Systems’
General Manager.
“So the establishment of this facility is a significant improvement, as it

The completed clinic
waiting and consulting
facility (above) and
workers doing finishing
touches to the container
units (Right).

provides the community with a basic
essential facility and enables specialist
consultants to attend to the community
due to the rooms provided, as well as
space for workshops and rehabilitation
sessions.”
In addition to Power Systems
producing the designs for municipal
approval and providing the containers,
its Site Manager on the main project,
Piet Bosch, coordinated the clinic
construction. “In collaboration with our
civil and building works subcontractor,
VE Reticulation, our contribution also
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included connecting a water supply for
the ablutions and hand-basins, installing a conservancy tank to collect effluent and providing the interconnection
for the electricity supply,” said John.
VE Reticulation’s donation also
included the foundation construction
for the containers, erecting wheelchair
ramps for disabled and elderly patient
access and installing a security fence
with gates around the facility.
Power Systems contributed over
40% of the total project cost of about
R300 000.
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Signalling staff set out to improve skills

Signalling staff who have recently completed or are engaged in training and study courses are (Front row, from left): Tamzyn Price, Benedicta Tshunga,
Shawnel Gameson, Busi Mahlangu, Rose Khumalo, Lethiwe Mpofu and Stoffel Cronje. Back row: Mhlengiwenkosi Mnyandu, Enock Mboyiya, Johan Bothma,
Jeandre van Lingen and Emmanuel Moya.

Many employees at Signalling recognise the value of acquiring new
skills and qualifications in shaping
and advancing their careers.
No less than 12 of Signalling’s
employees at various levels have enrolled in or completed study or training
courses recently. They are:
• Benedicta Tshunga, HR Officer,
who is nearing completion of a threeyear part-time diploma course in
applied psychology through the SA
College of Applied Psychology.
• Ta m z y n P r i c e , F i n a n c i a l
Administrator, who completed a bookkeeping course through the Institute of
Certified Bookkeepers in August last
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year.
• Emmanuel Moya, Mechanical
Supervisor, who recently completed a
six months N3 supervision certificate
course through Rand College.
• S h aw n e l G a m e s o n , S a fe t y
Coordinator, and Stoffel Cronje, Site
Supervisor, who both recently completed the National Occupational Safety
Association (NOSA) occupational risk
management course SAMTRAC.
• Johan Bothma, Junior Application
Engineer, who recently enrolled for a
fulltime three-year national diploma in
electrical engineering with Unisa.
• Jeandre van Lingen, Junior
Application Engineer, who completed
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a N4 electrical engineering certificate
course last year and enrolled for a N5
electrical engineering certificate course
this year.
• Busi Mahlangu, Quality Officer,
who recently completed an 18-month
quality management certificate course
through Lyceum College.
• Rose Khumalo, Trainee Application
Engineer, and Lethiwe Mpofu, Trainee
Technician, who are both studying
BTech Electrical Engineering through
the University of Johannesburg.
• Mhlengiwenkosi Mnyandu, Fitter,
and Enock Mboyiya, Site Maintainer,
who both enrolled this year for N1
Engineering at Rand Training College.

General

Robert Maleka steps down as Chairperson of
R&M’s employment equity committee
Robert Maleka’s reign as Chairperson
of Reid & Mitchell’s employment equity committee has come to an end
after 15 years.
He stepped down when the post
came up for election at the committee’s AGM in March this year, when
Phumzile Radebe, Credit Controller,
was elected Chairperson in his place.
As seen in the picture, R&M’s
Divisional CEO Mike Shaw (right), accompanied by Phumzile, presented
Robert with a special award on behalf
of the committee in appreciation of his
many years of service as Chairperson.
“I decided to step down to give other people an opportunity to grow and
learn more, as I have in this position,”
said Robert, who is R&M’s Transport
Manager. He remains on the committee as the representative for the work
force – as he was when he first joined it
as Transport Coordinator for R&M and a
shop steward for the National Union of
Metalworkers (Numsa) in 1999, when
the committee was established.
Both the committee and R&M have
come a long way since then. “For

example, in 2000 only 1% of all junior
managers were black. Today 80% of
these positions are occupied by black
people,” he said.
In addition to such advances, the
committee has contributed enormously towards improving relations and
promoting understanding between the
various racial and social groups among

the division’s staff at all levels. “All
groups, including the different races,
women, factory workers, management
and union-members, among others,
are represented on the committee,
which gives them the opportunity to
express their concerns and clear up
disputes and misunderstandings on a
monthly basis,” Robert remarked.

ACTOM sponsors IronMan-linked charity as Martin
motors through his seventh Half-IronMan
Apart from his position as Divisional
CEO of the Medium Voltage &
Protection division, Martin Kelly is
well known among his colleagues as
an enthusiastic road-runner and participant in IronMan triathlon events.

He chalked up his seventh HalfIronMan distance in East London in
January. On this occasion ACTOM
came in for the first time as a co-sponsor of a charity project that is closely
associated with IronMan events.

In this year’s Half-IronMan event
the many participating sponsors provided almost R500 000 for the “IronMan 4
the Kidz” project, which is organised by
the IronMan Foundation, an umbrella
charity organisation representing 16
child-care centres located mostly in the
Eastern Cape.
Martin ran his 20th Comrades
on May 31 this year. In addition to
completing seven Half-IronMan’s, he
has done three full IronMan’s and
participates regularly in numerous
road-running races in South Africa and
elsewhere.
For the record, Martin’s finishing
time in his latest Half-IronMan was
8 hours. His best ever time in this
event was 7:00. Among his three full
IronMan outings in the past three years
he clocked up a best time in 2013 of
14:55. His best time for Comrades way
back was 9:30.

Martin Kelly (right) and friend and fellowcontestant Tim Ellis at the finish of this year’s
Half-IronMan in East London in January.
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ACTOM divisions and business units
ENGINEERING PROJECTS & CONTRACTS
Industry: (011) 430-8700
Industry is a systems engineering contractor and integrator serving the public sector and the electrical, mining, processing and
automotive industries.

POWER
John Thompson, Bellville: (021) 959-8400
John Thompson, Isando: (011) 392-0900
John Thompson, Durban: (031) 408-9700
www.johnthompson.co.za
John Thompson designs, manufactures, installs and maintains industrial boilers and environmental equipment for local and international
process steam and power generation applications. Also retrofits,
services and maintains utility boilers and environmental equipment
in the power generation market.

Contracting: (011) 430-8700
Contracting is an electrical and instrumentation contractor which
project manages, installs and integrates cabling, racking, lighting
and other equipment on large mining, infrastructural and industrial
projects.

John Thompson Air Pollution Control: (011) 478-0456
Air Pollution Control designs, supplies and installs dust control,
product recovery and gas-cleaning equipment for the mining, mineral
processing, power generation, cement, chemical, petrochemical
and food industries.

Power Systems: (011) 430-8700
Power Systems is a substation project management and construction contractor serving utilities, local authorities and the mining
and manufacturing industries. In addition to outdoor substations,
it offers innovative solutions that include gas-insulated switchgear
(GIS) substations, hybrid compact switchgear, disconnector circuit
breakers and series and shunt capacitor banks.

POWER CONVERSION
Electrical Machines: (011) 899-1111
Electrical Machines supplies medium and low voltage motors,
starters, gearboxes and speed reducers to the mining, industrial,
processing and utilities markets.

Transport: (011) 871-6600
Transport comprises the Signalling and Transport Equipment &
Projects (TEP) business units. Signalling designs, manufactures and
installs railway signalling equipment and systems
and TEP is a contractor and supplier of railway rolling stock equipment, parts, maintenance services and specialised depot assembly
machinery and test equipment.

Large Motors: (011) 899-1111
Large Motors designs and manufactures medium voltage motors
that include its reputable customised large UNIBOX series and its
high specification MS4 totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) cast-iron
motors.

HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT
High Voltage Equipment: (011) 820-5111
High Voltage Equipment is a designer, manufacturer and supplier
of high voltage equipment to power utilities, local authorities and
industry. It manufactures and supplies isolators, instrument transformers, circuit breakers and dog-box circuit breakers.

Laminations & Tooling: (011) 899-1111
Laminations & Tooling manufactures laminated components and
tooling for the electric motor manufacturing and repair industries.
Elmacast Foundry: (011) 818-3511
Elmacast Foundry manufactures castings in all grades of SG iron,
grey iron and high chrome irons for the mining, railways, earthmoving and pump industries.

MEDIUM VOLTAGE & PROTECTION
MV Switchgear: (011) 820-5111
MV Switchgear designs, manufactures, supplies and installs medium voltage air- and gas-insulated switchgear that includes indoor
switchgear, miniature substations, ring main units and containerised
substations, serving power utilities, local authorities, contractors,
industry and the mining sector.

HVAC Systems: Durban (031) 700-3286
HVAC Systems: Cape Town (021) 981-0111
www.actom-hvac.co.za
HVAC Systems designs, supplies and installs industrial ventilation,
heating and air-conditioning systems for the petrochemical, paper,
pharmaceutical, mining, food, textile and various other industries.

Protection & Control: (011) 820-5111
Protection & Control designs and supplies power system protection, control and automation systems, prepayment, AMI and other
metering systems, components and LV equipment to power utilities,
local authorities and industry, which includes support services such
as training, commissioning and network analysis.

Static Power: (011) 397-5316
Static Power designs, manufactures and installs standby battery
chargers, distribution boards, power supplies, rectifiers, converters,
inverters, capacitor trip units, solar regulators and other equipment.

Current Electric: (011) 822-2300
Current Electric designs, manufactures and supplies medium voltage
current and voltage transformers to switchgear manufacturers and
repairers, electrical distributors and a diverse range of end-users
locally and internationally.

Alkaline Batteries: (011) 397-5326
Alkaline Batteries supplies nickel cadmium, lithium ion and nickel
metal hydrate batteries to the power generation, railways, telecommunications, military and renewable energy markets.
Multi Power Systems: (011) 397-4861
Multi Power Systems supplies, tests, installs, repairs and maintains
DC standby equipment, including switchmode rectifiers, uninterrupted power supply systems and lead acid and NiCd batteries.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Power Transformers: (011) 824-2810
Power Transformers designs, manufactures and supplies a wide
range of power transformers to power utilities, electrical contractors, the mining sector, local authorities and industry locally and
internationally.

COM 10: (011) 552-8368
COM 10 supplies DC power solutions for communications applications in the wireless, telephony and broadband industries. Its
products include rectifiers, converters, distribution centres, power
enclosures, supervisory modules and lead acid batteries.
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DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS
Distribution Transformers: (011) 820-5111
Distribution Transformers designs, manufactures and supplies
distribution transformers to power utilities, the mining sector, local
authorities and industry locally and internationally.
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LH MARTHINUSEN
LH Marthinusen: (011) 615-6722
www.lhm.co.za
LH Marthinusen repairs and refurbishes transformers and rotating
machines, including repairs to hydro and thermal power alternators.
Manufacture of electric motor components, insulation components
and specialised transformers and motors. It also provides engineering services for its products to the mining, industrial and petrochemical sectors and local authorities, as well as for the export market.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Electrical Products: (011) 878-3050
Electrical Products is ACTOM’s trading and representation arm,
with a national network of strategically located branches. The business unit supplies products produced by ACTOM divisions and
other manufacturers, including cable, cable accessories, lighting
equipment, heating and ventilation equipment, circuit breakers,
distribution transformers, minisubs, protection and control equipment, electric motors, meters and fusegear.

REID & MITCHELL
Reid & Mitchell: (011) 914-9600
www.reidmitchell.co.za
Reid & Mitchell repairs and manufactures electric motors, generators
and alternators for draglines, shovels, off-highway vehicles and drills
used in opencast mining, as well as electrical equipment for the rail
and oil & gas industries, locally and internationally.

TLT ACTOM: (011) 878-3050
TLT ACTOM designs, manufactures, supplies and installs industrial,
process, ventilation fan systems, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems to the mining, processing, air pollution
control, power generation and construction industries.
Appliance Components: (021) 863-2035
www.satchwell.co.za
Appliance Components manufactures and supplies domestic and
industrial heating elements, temperature controls, solar water heating components and appliance spares to the domestic appliance
manufacturing industry and the chemical, mining and construction
industries, among others.

Contact Engineering: (011) 892-3013
Contact Engineering manufactures and refurbishes commutators
for locomotive traction motors and the DC motor repair market and
manufactures a diverse range of electro-mechanical components
that include slip-ring assemblies, electrical contacts and flexible
connectors.

Genlux Lighting: (011) 878-3050
www.genluxlighting.co.za
Genlux Lighting is a leading designer and manufacturer of luminaires
for roadway lighting, floodlighting, outdoor commercial lighting
and industrial applications. It produces a wide range of high quality products and employs a team of expert designers, with further
technological support available from a leading international designer
and manufacturer of luminaires.

Metalplus: (011) 433-1880
www.metalplus.co.za
Metalplus repairs, refurbishes and manufactures a wide range of
mechanical components, including turbines, impellers, rolls, shafts
and traction motor and gearbox casings used in the power generation, petrochemical, mining, processing, steel, transportation and
marine industries.
MARTHINUSEN & COUTTS
Marthinusen & Coutts: (011) 607-1700
www.mandc.co.za
Marthinusen & Coutts offers the most extensive after-market services throughout Africa. The range of 24/7 motor repairs covers
large and small AC and DC motors, flameproof motors, traction
motors and power generators up to 980 MW. M&C’s services
include customised manufacture and design, on-site engineering
services and unique motor management solutions that complement
the repair business.

ACTOM ENERGY
ACTOM Energy: (021) 511-9146
www.actomenergy.co.za
ACTOM Energy provides electro-mechanical maintenance solutions
for renewables and the offshore oil & gas sector
hydron hydraulics: (021) 511-9146
www.hydron.co.za
hydron hydraulics designs and supplies hydraulic engineering systems and services to the offshore oil & gas sector internationally.
Equipment it designs, supplies, assembles, refurbishes, repairs and
installs includes high pressure power packs, ring main units, winches, cranes, ballast systems and drilling and under-sea equipment.

ACTOM Turbo Machines: (016) 971-1550
Capabilities include minor and major repairs on any design or type
of turbine, generator, stator or rotor.

Electrowave Cape: (021) 510-2550
www.electrowavecape.co.za
Electrowave Cape designs, supplies and services electrical and electronic engineering systems for the marine and offshore industries
locally and internationally. These include design and installation of
power automation and drive systems, automation and instrumentation systems and generator control systems and refurbishment,
repair, installation and maintenance services.

WILEC
Wilec: (011) 629-9300
www.wilec.co.za
Transwire: (011) 316-2480
www.transwire.co.za
Wilec, incorporating Transwire, specialises in the manufacture
and supply of electrical products to a diverse range of industries,
including manufacturers and repairers of transformers, AC electric
motors, DC traction motors, magnets, electrical panels and power
generators. The range includes enamelled wire, Kraft and thermally
upgraded paper/Nomex/Mylar and Mica covered conductors, as well
as a comprehensive range of insulation materials, cables, bearings
and ancillary products.

Namibia Armature Rewinders Tel (00264) 64-462-886
Namibia Armature Rewinders repairs electric motors, generators and
other rotating equipment for a wide range of industries in Namibia.

What’s Watt is published by ACTOM (Pty) Ltd to inform staff,
customers and other stakeholders of developments within
the group.

ACTOM contact:
Andries Tshabalala, Tel: (011) 820-5111
andries.tshabalala@actom.co.za

Editorial contact:
Julian Kraft, J Kraft Public Relations
Tel: (011) 472-6686, mwkraftj@mweb.co.za

Disclaimer:
This publication is designed, compiled and produced on behalf of
ACTOM (Pty) Ltd by J Kraft Public Relations and In Africa. Whilst the
compilation and production of What’s Watt is done with care and with
every effort being made to avoid errors, ACTOM, its shareholders and
staff do not accept responsibility for any errors or the consequences
thereof.

Produced by:
Jeroen Luyk, In Africa
(011) 768-7050, inafrica@saol.com
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‘‘

Genlux Lighting
is not waiting for
someone else to
find a solution.
We are changing
the way we think
about sustainable
living.”

01

HIGH PERFORMANCE IN EVERYWAY
Genlux Lighting’s philosophy to energy management is
focused fundamentally on lighting. We approach lighting design,
technologies and controls as not merely a plug and play solution,
but rather through a holistic system approach to achieve reliable
and sustainable improvements. We at Genlux Lighting ensure cost
savings and waste reductions through energy efficient lighting,
design and control systems.

‘‘

SUSTAINABLE
LIGHTING

Choosing energy saving LED Solar
Lighting Systems is an opportunity
to harness natural energy to realise
sustainable returns.

SOLAR LED LIGHTING

02

It is our mission to empower our
customers and their communities
with leading edge, sustainable lighting
solutions and controls.”

ENERGY
EFFICIENT LED
LIGHTING

03

LIGHT
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

A good lighting design includes a
good control design. The goal of an
effective control system is to support
the lighting application and design
which often translates to eliminate
energy waste while providing a
productive
What’s visual
Watt environment.
June 2015

GENLUX LIGHTING
a lighting technology company
A division of
ACTOM (Pty) LTD

Website: www.genluxlighting.co.za
Tel: (011) 825-3144
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